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About This Game

Spin, match, explode... WOW! It's a brilliant new way to play Bejeweled! Get set for a vivid sensory rush as you spin and match
explosive gems for shockwaves of fun. Rotate jewels freely to set up electrifying combos, outwit surprising obstacles like Locks
and Bombs, and create high-voltage Flame and Lightning gems. When you need to dial up the intensity or fine-tune your skills,

turn to Challenge mode or five-minute Blitz. And if relaxing is more your style, kick up your feet with stress-free Zen. No
matter the mode, you'll discover new strategies, improve your moves, and find endless ways to win!

Use the revolutionary Gem Rotator to move gems around and make matches anywhere on the board
Relax, rev up, refocus or recharge in four game modes � Classic, Zen, Challenge and Blitz
Clear away Locks and Bombs for magnificent bonuses
Create Flame and Lightning power gems, then blast them to smithereens just because you can
Relive your best moves with Instant Replay and see where you rank on the high-score list
Start playing quickly and easily with in-game tips
Enjoy eye-popping graphics and special effects... you've never seen Bejeweled like this before!
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Title: Bejeweled Twist
Genre: Strategy, Casual
Developer:
PopCap Games, Inc.
Publisher:
PopCap Games, Inc.
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2008
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Cool game. I bought it while it was on sale and in my opinion it was worth.. This was my first Hidden Object Game (HOG), and
i absolutely loved it!
i was immediatly drawn to the gorgeous hand drawn graphics, and the style and story is very interesting\/mysterious\/eerie.
Actually, what sold me into the game, was amongst other things, the second screenshot, the one with the Gothic knight
armor\/horse with knights hospitaller shield. Just looked amazing. And i'm not disappointed, turned out to be an enjoyable time.

It's a short game, it lasted me almost 4 hours, but i loved every moment of it, the music is good too, really sets the mood
(mystery, eerie).

If there was Bathory 2, or a game similar to this , i would definitely buy it.

Highly Recommended.. Great adventure game series. Sci-fi, uplifting atmosphere, and really cheap. 4 games in total. First 2
games are about 2 hours long the next 2 for about 4 hours each. Totally recommended for old-school adventure game lovers and
casual players.. So short... But so cool. 9\10. A very very great game. This feels like the spiritual successor to Putt-Putt Joins the
Parade, as it is the only other Putt-Putt where you explore Cartown. Cartown is a bright and lively environment full of fun and
memorable characters. Also has a nice soundtrack. The puzzle solving aspect though not too challenging, also isn't too easy. The
race at the end is a neat feat of engineering that they managed to do it within the SCUMM engine. Very solid Putt-Putt, though I
prefer Travels Through Time, this one is also worth your time.. It's been years since I first played the game on my now
"inconsolable" Xbox 360! I still remember how crazily obsessed I was with the High School Musical franchise, and binged on all
four movies (Inlcuding the Sharpay spin-off) on weekends and thought the High School Musical version of Disney Sing It was
the ultimate Karaoke experience. Arguably, I now use "puberty" as a perjorative and have a what is considered by most adult
human beings a more "mature" taste. Still, I can't shake the feeling that there's something missing in this acquired maturization.
Perhaps we all need a momento to relive those simple yet genuinely happy sensations that are for some reason hard to find these
days. This game is mine.

I would love it if it can support ultrawide screens. But it's good enough for what it is.. It's alright but needs some sound effect
revisions. Some levels have weird design but the price matches the game content fairly. I found myself able to understand the
stages after only making just a few mistakes. My only real gripe is the hitboxes on some explosions reminding me of dying to
smoke clouds in bomberman. i want to hang myself
:)
. Pros
+ Simple and Fun
+ Lots of levels to explore
+ Looks great, love the design
+ Has multiplayer
+ Game keeps your attention for hours

Cons
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- Can get a little repetitive
- Wish there were a few more spider models
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I'm a big fan of hard platformers and this one ranks amongst the top. It's clear that a lot of time and effort went into this game.
The graphics, audio, level design and game mechanics seem to be carefully thoughtout and the end result is a gem of an indie
game. Here's my let's play:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoICGMt5tGE. If you are looking for a beautiful small easy puzzle game with an soothing
soundtrack you should buy it!

But I have some critism:

It looks gorgeous at first. Then you play and relalize that the dark blue starlake and the same rocks over and over get really
boring fast. I wish there was a bit more variety, but this is also a 11\u20ac game, so this is forgivable.

The puzzles are really easy. They introduce new mechanics in the form of animals, but it doesn't seem to make the puzzles more
complex. I was never stuck on a puzzle and the longest took me maybe 1 minute and a half, probably less.

You only use the keyboard to navigate the lake. I feel like you could eliminate the keyboard with just using the mouse to drag
the boat.

Also I hope the developers will put their own cursor design in the game. The windows one looks really out of place and ugly..
This game follows up right after NIghtmares From the Deep 1, this is the collectors edition even though it is not listed as such.
With Part 2 this game is one of the few HIdden Object Games worthy of being a franchise with its excellent story telling, great
imagry, and fun puzzle solving gameplay elements. Once again you are the Museum Curator who like most museum curators
must battle the forces of the supernatural to maintain your exhibitions.

Anyone can enjoy this game, the difficulty level seems fine for all kinds of players from new HO fans to battle hardened HO
veterans. There is a strategy guide if stuck, hint button if lost, and hint button for puzzles. The gameplay is up to the player since
this unique series of games offers Mahjong as an alternative to finding the hidden objects. All of the scenes fit the atmosphere
of the game with a nautical or seaside type of theme fun for summer gaming. This game continues the pirate traditionss of
Voodoo, Mermaids, or to be Politically correct Mer-people which is their official designation.

A trademark of HO games is their fantastic artwork, the scenes and characters come to life fully voiced. Though their
pronunciation of some words can be a bit controversial sparking debates and barhouse brawls across the Caribbean for
centuries.

Kraken in the game is pronounced Crack-In which is how its pronounced in Scandanavian, while the creature is known earliest
amongst the people of Norway where it seems they call it Kraw-kun? In English using phonetics Kraken would be pronounced
Kray-ken. Scholars to this day and possible scientists deep in Area-51 are still trying to unravel this mystery to unlock the riddle
of the ages.
The best answer seems to come from Pirates of the Carribean:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vXKoWLSyxz4
*Competionist TIps:
When looking for the Mirage parrots, keep track of locations where the mirage parrots have been found. Watch in cut scenes
for them to appear indicating their presence in a scene. If one is known to be in a location keep going back and forth to trigger
the mirage parrot to appear. While this is the most difficult part of the game, its not too hard, the games short length makes it
not so bad to get 100% in for even the fastest of achevo hunters.

Rating: 10\/10 Vaule: $9.99. I tried to love it
and play it..

but...
....i just cant.

it became too much of a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to proceed.. I do not at all see what makes this a
playable game. I'm out after < 30 minutes.
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The graphics are poorly done with sad cut scene voice overs. The controls are terrible. We know what computer game controls
should be ... this is clearly a terrible map of console controls. Extremely awkward.

The layout is terrible. We're presented with a person to fight, however no weapon until you run for quite a ways. And then he
can't be beat.

Completely lost on the developers is any sense of fluidity and engagement. I just wanted something fun to do, not a skill
building tutorial on managing my toon through a bad interface and thin story.. HOOOOOOOOOOOOO-BOY. Bought this
game last summer on a sale, had lots of hours of fun. Simple to learn, hard to master. It's tough yet fair, once you observe the
obstacle patterns and get the timing right, you can whiz through any level you thought was previously impossible. Very
impressed with how some of the levels have multiple obsticles that require prefect combos of reaction and timing in order to
beat the level. Really well-designed. If you like a game that tests your reflezes, ala bullet-hell shooters or Cuphead, buy this
game NOW!. If you wanna enjoy the game YOU MUST watch the tutorials.
Good gameplay
Awesome Graphics
Fitted soundtracks
Just that the price is quite high.. so try to get it on sale.
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